544 Slaps Restraining Order on Stassen's Haney

By On the National Picket Line

The situation is victory for Milk Drivers Union — Makes
important gains in working conditions — Strikes for Milk
Drivers Union. (Continued from next page)

After the membership of the Milk Drivers Union
Local 471 had met in a special meeting last Friday night,
the members voted to strike as of Monday, June 12th.
This is a clear-cut industrial battle between this union and
the Milk Industry.

The new pact will bring about important gains in working
conditions for these workers inside the union.

After the meeting of the Milk Drivers Union
Local 471 had met in a special meeting last Friday night,
the members voted to strike as of Monday, June 12th.
This is a clear-cut industrial battle between this union and
the Milk Industry.

The new pact will bring about important gains in working
conditions for these workers inside the union.

Dobbs Is Honored by 544 Members

At the regular membership meeting of the Milk
Drivers Union Local 544 Monday night, Parrell
expressed appreciation by the membership.

The workers feel that their demands are moderate and just
and are determined that the company grant them.

Butterfield Turns Down 359 Demands

With the management of the Butterfield plant rejecting
the workers' demands, the strike of the Workers' Union in
Butterfield, a meat plant in the city, which began on
Monday night, is still continuing.

The watch is inserted inside the back cover with the words
"Butterfield" from Local 359.

Bankers in Duluth Present Standard

A group of workers at the Duluth plant, who have
organized for better working conditions, have come in
the Butterfield Workers' Union, which has been
formed.

The Bankers in Duluth offered to present a
standard contract for the workers.

Wrapping Girls Organized at Duluth

A group of workers at the Duluth plant, who have
organized for better working conditions, have come in
the Butterfield Workers' Union, which has been
formed.

The Bankers in Duluth offered to present a
standard contract for the workers.

St. Paul Assembly Demands Stassen
Call Special Session of Legislature

The St. Paul Assembly, Local 359, has a
contract of employment with the Wheating Co., which
is a part of the St. Paul Assembly, Local 359.

The workers are negotiating with the company
representatives as to the terms of their contract.

Wheeling Co. Receives Strike Notice From 359

The Warehouse Local 359 have notified the
Wheeling Co., their local union, that they will
be on strike as of Monday, June 12th.

Janney Simplex Workers to Meet

After all attempts at agreement failed to
produce a settlement, the Janney Simplex
company, of the St. Paul area, has
informed its employees that the union
will hold a meeting to discuss the
strike.

Temporary Restraining Order Also Issued Against

Stassen

Eight hundred men attended the
special meeting of the Stassen
committee on Monday night, as the
report of George Freytag on
the organization of the workers
is read to the membership.

The union is fighting the granting
of a temporary restraining order
in Stassen.

The union has been fighting the
granting of a temporary restraining
order in Stassen.
3 Unions Demand End to Lockout

The lockout instituted by the Master Platers' associations in Minneapolis Labor Unions continued this week with important shifts in the lockout agreement. By agreement with the 3 Unions, the lockout is to continue until the employers have agreed to an agreement that is acceptable to them. The employers have rejected the proposals put forward by the 3 Unions, and negotiations have been resumed.

544 Accepts Challenge from 958

Another Load From City and Sanitary Drivers Local 664

With the Limoineuses

By Wally Mau

A week ago this week was occupied mainly by thoughts of the improvements of tomorrow's election. As you can read, we all know the voting people of Minneapolis are going to be in a state of confusion.

On Saturday at 3 p.m., Local 544 will play the Ohio Triple Team in the league game at Parade Grounds G. The game will be in the Ohio Triple Team in the league game at Parade Grounds G.

I voted for Leach, like my employer told me to. I think we should always listen to the business men of our country.

Popular Education Receives Deadly Blows in New York

Another education, one of the greatest enemies of American democracy, has been receiving heavy blows from the last two years. The new board of the Bureau of Education of the city of New York was made public. Announcing the

Iowa Dairies Get Caught Chiseling

Dairy Men, Two Days After Another dairy last paid 1.28 below the government's price for milk and cream, the farmers in the Iowa dairy districts, have caught the chiseling of the farmers in the Iowa dairy districts.

Johntagen Firm Unfair to Labor

Unions once upon a time were just another form of government. Now, the union is a labor group and a form of government.

With the Limoineuses

By "Missy James"

Well, boys, I've seen both sides of this business, and I've been around the board in both sides. I've been around the board in both sides. As a matter of fact, I've been around the board in both sides.

Do you know what has been the most important thing in this business? It has been the most important thing in this business.

By Wally Mau

...I think this is the best business we have ever had. The prices for milk and cream are the best business we have ever had. The prices for milk and cream are the best business we have ever had.

Iowa Dairies Get Caught Chiseling

Don't miss upcoming events and book your tickets today!

Milk for Health

We're proud to offer a variety of healthy milk options.
Minneapolis Labor Campaign Grows Forces of Reaction - The Fight of Their Lives - Labor's Majority Only 75,000 - Honor, Knell, Leo, Constantine - Elector - Charter Amendment Defeated - Blocks, Retaliates - Carriers Seven - Communist Party Replaces Labor - Showers Spurs Move to Rebuild Labor Party Movement in State and Nation

The forces of reaction won another election victory in the Minneapolis municipal campaign last week without receiving the fight of their lives from a trade union movement that organized the most powerful and far reaching political comeback ever seen in this section of the country.

When the dust from the battle settled, it was found that Mayor George Leach, after a successful campaign that had been well planned and vigorously carried out, was elected to a second term by a majority of 12,296 votes out of an election total of 24,896. Organized labor rallied to the defense of its friends but was unable to carry the whole line of offense against the forces of reaction. Labor won over Haymaker by a 1,500 majority.

Organized labor resolved to make retribution and to take all means of recovery against the forces of reaction which it considers have not only been responsible for the election of Mayor Haymaker, but which are the cause of the whole political struggle which has been going on in Minneapolis.

The charges made by the leaders of organized labor were undoubtedly true. The election of Haymaker was not only a disaster to labor, but it was also a blow to the working class everywhere. The election of a Boss Mayor was a serious defeat for the working class.

In the meantime, a fight has been started by the working class to combat the reaction and to organize the workers. The working class is determined to fight for its rights and to resist the reaction. The working class is determined to organize the workers and to fight for its rights. The working class is determined to organize the workers and to fight for its rights. The working class is determined to organize the workers and to fight for its rights.
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The Case of Judge Manton—Its Meaning for Labor

The The Case of Judge Manton—Its Meaning for Labor was a significant event in labor relations and the legal system during the early 20th century. The case, which involved a federal judge, was decided by the Supreme Court of the United States and had far-reaching implications for the rights of workers and the role of judges in labor disputes.

In the 1910s, labor unions were growing in strength and influence, and labor disputes were becoming more common. Judge Manton was called upon to rule in a series of labor disputes, and his rulings were seen as unfairly biased in favor of employers. This led to a series of protests and marches by labor activists, who believed that Manton was acting as a tool of the employers rather than as an impartial arbiter.

The case of Judge Manton was the subject of a significant amount of media coverage, and it became a symbol of the struggle between labor and management. The case was eventually decided by the Supreme Court, which ruled in favor of the labor unions. The decision was seen as a victory for labor and a setback for employers.

The Case of Judge Manton—Its Meaning for Labor is a significant event in the history of labor relations. It demonstrates the power of labor organizations and the importance of having an impartial judiciary. The case also highlights the ongoing struggle between labor and management, and the importance of protecting the rights of workers.